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WEST BENGAL STATE UNIVERSITY 

B.A. Honours 3rd Semester Examination, 2019 

PHIACORO6T-PHILOSOPHY (CC6) 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

Answer Question No. 1 and 2 compulsorily and any two questions from the 
rest 

1. Answer any five questions from the following: 2x5 10 

(a) How many gura-s are admitted in the S�mkhya Philosophy? Give their names. 

b) What are known as 'vikrti'-s in Sämkhya Philosophy? 

(c) Which philosophical school is called 'Sesvara Särmkhya' and why? 

(d) What is the meaning of the term 'Yoga', according to Yoga philosophy? 

(e) What is citta and cittavrtti, according to Yoga philosophy? 

( What are the duhkhatrayas in Särnkhya Philosophy? 

(g) How many pram�na-s are admitted by Pr�bh�kara M+m�msakas and what are 

they? 

(h) What is arth�patti? 

) What are the three grades of Satta? Write the name of each of them. 

g) What are the sevenfold objections (saptadh�nupatti) of R�m�nuja against 
Samkara's doctrine of m�y�? 
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5x2 10 2. Answer any two questions from the following: 

(a) Diseuss any three arguments for the existence of Prakrti as given in Sämkhya 

Philosophy. 

(b) Explain Cittabhimi, after Yoga Philosophy. 

()Why do the M+mämsakas admit arth�patti as a distinct pram�na? 

(d) Distinguish between Saguna Brahman and Nirguna Brahman. 

10+5 Discuss in detail, the arguments for the existence of Purusa as given in S�rmkhya 
Philosophy. What are the arguments in favour of plurality of Purusa?

e ? 

3 12 What is Sam�dhi? Discuss different stages of Sam�dhi after Yoga Philosophy. 

}+7 What are the arguments offered by the Bh�tfa Mim�rmsakas admitting 744 
anupalabdhi as a distinct pram�na? Why and how the Pr�bh�karas reject the 
view? 

15 6. Explain after Samkara the nature and functions of m�y�. 
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